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Gov’t confirms BNI investigation into TOR case 
 
The Bureau of National Investigations (BNI) is investigating allegations that a company 
paid by the Tema Oil Refinery (TOR) for the supply of crude oil was not the actual 
supplier of the commodity.  
 
The investigation, which is at the instance of Government, follows the emergence of a 
business entity that is claiming ownership of the crude supplied to TOR.   
 
A statement signed by Deputy Minister for Information, Samuel Okudzeto Ablakwa 
explained that government expects the BNI, which has been on the case for a while 
now to conclude its investigations within the shortest possible time.  
 
According to Mr. Ablakwa government will act swiftly on the report of the 
investigations.    
 
 
 
 
Samuel OKUDZETO ABLAKWA  
DEPUTY MINISTER FOR INFORMATION  
ACCRA  
[Wednesday March 16, 2011]  
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CRUDE OIL DELIVERY TO TEMA OIL REFINERY (TOR) LIMITED IN AUGUST 2010 

 
1. The Board of Directors of Tema Oil Refinery has observed with concern some recent public 
agitations in both the print and electronic media relating to a parcel of crude oil supplied to TOR 
in August 2010. 
 
2. The Board has reviewed the entire transaction and is satisfied that the parcel of crude oil, was 
delivered to the refinery and the appropriate letters of Credit beneficiaries duly and fully paid by 
the issuing Bank.  
 
3. The Board is satisfied that management followed the laid down policies and procedures of the 
Company for the procurement of the parcel of crude oil.  
 
4. The Board of Directors consequently finds no wrong doing on the part of Management and 
accordingly endorses Management’s conduct and handling of this transaction.  
 
5. The Board has taken note of continuing utterances and insinuations in the media suggesting 
some inappropriate conduct on the part of the Board and Management.  
The Board of Directors rejects these unfortunate statements and notes with satisfaction the fact 
that this case has been thoroughly investigated by the National Security Agencies of Ghana and 
Nigeria as well as Interpol.  
 
6. The Board of Directors is however concerned about the impact these negative comments have 
on the business of TOR in the supply of crude oil and financial intermediation from Banks and 
other Institutions. 
 
7. The Board is aware of the pendency at the Commercial Court Accra, of subsequent claims to 
the same parcel of crude oil delivered to TOR by third parties.  The board advises any other 
person(s) laying claim/s to the said parcel of Crude Oil, to avail themselves of the legal 
processes.  
 
8. Tema Oil Refinery pledges its commitment to the principles of probity and accountability as 
well as, fair, transparent and open market practices. 
 
9. The Board wishes to assure the public of its commitment to its mandate to safeguard and 
protect this strategic National Asset of the good people of Ghana.  
 
 
SIGNED 
MR. ERIC OKAI 
(BOARD CHAIRMAN) 
TEMA OIL REFINERY (TOR) LIMITED 
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TEMA OIL REFINERY (TOR) LTD

P. O. Box CO 599,
Tema
Ghana
Email: tor@tor.com.gh

Tel. 022 - 302881-3
022 - 304095-7

Fax. 233 22 302884
233 22 303989
233 22 307474
233 22 302910

Telex. 2011 TORCH
2168 TOR GH
2275 TOR GH

Novemoerzuiu

The Group General Manager
Crude Oil Marketing Department
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation
Abuja - Nigeria

Dear Sir,

REQUEST FOR AUTHENTICATION

We have received the attached letters from a company registered in Ghana and known as
Abibi Energy Ghana Limited which deals in crude oil.

Abibi Energy Ghana Limited claims that the attached letters were issued from Nigerian
National Petroleum Investment Management Services of the Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation.

Kindly authenticate and confirm that the said letters emanate from your outfit.

Yours faithfully,

Managing Director
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Sahara Energy Resource Limited (Sahara) is a reputable company operating in Nigeria with business relationships across the world. Sahara wishes
to respond to a series of allegations recently made against its good name in Ghana by the newspapers known as The Enquirer and The Informer.
The activities of the said newspapers are triggered by certain unknown private individuals in both Nigeria and Ghana who harbour unfounded
resentment against Sahara borne out of otherwise fair business competition. These newspapers have engaged in a campaign of misinformation
against Sahara with the sole aim of portraying Sahara in a false and negative light
Sahara wishes to defend the excellent history of business relations it has had with various Ghanaian entities, especially the Ghana Government's
Tema Oil Refinery (TOR). This relationship has been nurtured and advanced on the principles of good faith, mutual benefit, sound business ethics
and professionalism. .

The Enquirer and The Informer have published a series of allegations that:
(1 ) Sahara had duped TOR in a brass-crude transaction worth $4.8 million; •
(2) Sahara had used a non-existent company, Refmee Petroplus to commit the alleged act;
(3) Sahara had misrepresented Ms Yvette Foli as its representative in the transaction with TOR; and
(4) Sahara had somehow been paid $48 million by TOR for 600,000 Brass River Crude supplied by another entity.

In mid 2010. TOR's refinery was in danger of being shut down. Representatives of TOR held discussions with the Refmee Petroplus and negotiated
a contract for the supply of 600,000 barrels of Brass River Crude Oil to TOR to avert the imminent shutdown of TOR reftntry. After successful
negotiations (evidence of correspondence between the parties b enclosed), both parties entered into a contract for the supply of 600,000 barrels
of Brass Rhwr Crude Oil to Reftnee Petroplus on a free on board basis.
Refmee Petroplus sourced for this crude on the international market from Sahara. The practice of one company purchasing crude oil from another
and on-selling the cmde purchased on the international market is a long standing and well established custom among companies that trade crude
oil internationally. In li ne with this practice and in order to perform its obligations under the TOR contract, Refi nee Petroplus purcha sed the crude
oil from Sahara which it sold in turn to TOR.
The contract wou Id have been i mpossible to perform if the transaction had not been structured in this manner. There is no way that theTOR vessel
would have been able to berth at, and load the .cmde oil from, the designated terminal if the sequence of stipulated information and required
approvals had not been exchanged and obtained by all the parties involved, including TOR.
The Bras5 River cmde oil was collected and received at Refinees Petroplus's nominated terminal by MTVerginia II acting on behalf of TOR! "
Sahara's involvement in the transaction was to the extent that it would ensure tfrat-the 600,000 barrels of Brass River Crude Oil that had been sold
to Reftnee PeliopJus wou Id be available to the part/ that Refinee Petroplus was supplying; which in this instance was TOR, at an agreed place and time



JFirst, as a responsible and law-abiding, sub-regional corporate citizen, Sahara holds its professional reputation in high esteem and under no
circumstance wo-ukf it "compromise this farafiyreason at all; especially not for the expedience of a single transaction.
Sahara would like to state thatihere has not been any malfeasance, ill-intention or unprofessional conduct on its part or on the part of any of its
associate companies, or on the part of any of the' individuals associated with it in the contract for the supply of 600,000 barrels of Brass crude oil as
alleged in the various malicious publications in the press.
Secondly, .Refinee Petroplus is a company va'iidly1 existing and operating under the laws of the British Virgin Islands having been incorporated in
that territoryjn 2007. This is clearly contrary to the false and malicious allegations that Refinee Petroplus is non-existent.
Refinee Petropius entered into a contract with TOR to supply TOR with 600,000 barrels of Brass crude oil.The transaction was financed by letters of
credit established with BNP Paribas, a globally renowned financial institution.
Refinee Petroplus duly performed its contractual obligation under the contract and supplied the Brass crude oil to TOR and received payment
through BNP Baripas.This can be independently verified by all the parties; in sum this was a transaction at arm's-length between all the parties
involved in the contract.
Finally, on the allegations regarding Ms Yvette Foli. Sahara would like to state that she is an employee of So Energy Ghana Limited, a subsidiary of
Sahara. At the time of concluding the TOR negotiations, Refinee Petroplus duly appointed her as country representative for the purpose of acting
as a correspondent, executing the contract and ensuring that the operational modalities in relation to the contract for the supply of 600,000 barrels
of Brass River Crude Oil are concluded without any operational lapse or failure.

It has come as a rude shock to Sahara that there would be such a choreographed assault on its reputation, when the Enquirer and The Informer
have not given it even a half-chance to explain its knowledge of, or level of involvement in, the transaction. There are two sides to a story; all these
newspapers have done is to publish one side of the story without an independent verification of all the facts involved. The publication of the story
is obviously in bad faith and is made with the intention of tarnishing Sahara's good name.
The allegations made by The Enquirer and the Informer against Sahara are false, scandalous and injurious to the hard-earned reputation of Sahara
as well as its business, which has already suffered significantly since the publications began. The publications have succeeded in portraying Sahara
in a false light as a company that is involved in surreptitious business dealings aimed specifically at depriving the government of Ghana of
substantial revenue that should accrue to it
Sahara has already instructed its'lawyers to advise it on its legal rights against the Enquirer and The Informer, as well as the individuals who have
all either in concert or individually published any of the scandalous and false allegations against it The necessary steps to bring legal action will be
taken in the next few days.
As a leading oil and gas company in, the sub-region, Sahara will continue to do good business at an arm's length and will continue to support the
government of Ghana in meeting its energy needs.
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Sahara Energy denies fraud allegation
Ev

rT"1HE management of Sahara Energy Resources
i has dismissed allegations that the company

duped theTema Oil Refinery in a brass-crude
ir ansa c tion worth $43 m illion.

A statement issued by the company in Accra to set
the records straight said it had also not used a non -
existent company, Refinee Petroplus to com in it tlie
alleged act

The statement explained that in mid 2010, TOR's
refinery was in danger of being shutdown and as a result
TOR held discussions with the Refinee Petroplus and
negotiated a contract for the supply of 600,000 barrels
of brass river crude oil to TOR to avert the imminent
shut down of TOR.

"After successful negotiations both parties entered
into a contract for the supply of 600,000 barrels of
brass river crude oil to Refinee Petroplus on a free on
board basis," it said.

It said based on the agreement between the two
parties Refinee Petroplus sourced for the crude oil on
the international market from Sahara.

It explained that the practice of one company
purchasing crude oil from another and selling the crude
purchased on the international market, was a long
standing and well established custom among companies
that trade crude oil internationally.

The brass river crude oil according to the statement
was collected and received at Refinee Petroplus's
nominated terminal by MT Verginia II acting on behalf
of TOR.

"Sahar s involv. , lent in the transaction was to the
extent that il would .nsure that the 600,000 barrels of
brass river crude oil that had been sold to Refinee
Petroplus was supplying which in this instance was
TOR, at an agreed place and time," it said.

The statement said "Sahara would like to state that
there has not been any malfeasance, ill-intention or

unprofessional ecu ductcn its partoron Iliepartofany of its associate
companies, or on tn< partef any individuals associated with it in tlie
contract for the supply of 600,000 barrels of brass crude oil as
alleged in a section of tlie media."

On tlieallegatio n that Refinee Petroplus is anon-existent company

"it said the company is a ralidly existing company operating under the
laws of the British Virgin Island having been incorporated in that territory
in 2007. This is clearly contrary to the false and malicious allegations that
Refinee Petroplus is non-existent".

'Creative industries lies petentlel
te boost economic growth'

TRADE in creative goods and services has re-
mained robust despite a decline in global commerce as a re-

sult of the world financial crisis, reflecting the potential of the
"creative economy" to boost economic growth particularly in the
developing countries, according to a new United Nations report
unveiled at the weekend.

Global trade in services and products of creativity continued to
register an annual average growth of 14 per cent even as world commerce
declined by 12 per cent in 2008, according to the report, "Creative
Economy Report 2010: A Feasible Development Option," launched at
UN Headquarters in New York, USA.

Global exports of creative goods and services, including ideas and
creativity-centred industries such as arts and crafts, audiovisuals, books,
design, films, music, new media, visual and performing arts, more than
doubled from 2002 to 2008, reaching nearly $600 billion, according to
the report.

"This is a confirmation that the creative industries hold great potential
for developing countries that seek to diversify their economies and
leapfrog into one of the most dynamic sectors of the world economy,"
the report states.

It pointed out that the export of creative goods from developing
countries - the so-called South - to the world reached $176 billion in
2008, accounting for 43 per cent of total creative industries trade, with
an annual growth rate of 13.5 per cent during the 2002-2008 period.

According to the report, South-South trade of creative goods
amounted to nearly $60 billion, a growth rate of 20 per cent over the
period, a trend it said should encourage developing countries to include
creative goods in their list of products in negotiations under the Global
System of Trade Preferences in order to give impetus to the expansion
of South-South trade in the promising sector.

"The report shows that well-nurtured, along with the traditional
sectors, the creative economy can be a source of growth, job creation,
innovation and trade, while at the same time contributing to social
inclusion, cultural diversity and sustainable human development,"
Rebeca Grynspan, the Associate Administrator of the UN Development
Programme (UNDP), told reporters at the report's launch.

The publication cites, as an example, the case of Nigeria where the
country's $2.75 billion film industry is the third largest in the world,
following the United States and India. Nigeria's so-called "Nollywood"
produces more than 1,000 films annually, creating thousands of jobs
and is the country's second most important industry after oil. As a
result, the government has invested in the film industry, reforming
policies and providing training to promote film production and
distribution.

"New technologies and the internet give developing countries a
feasible option to promote their creativity and entrepreneurship in the
global market," said Edna dos Santos-Duisenberg, Chief of Creative
Economy and Industries Programme of the UN Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD).

Speaking on behalf of the Presidency of the General Assembly's
High-Level Committee on South-South Cooperation, Josephine
Ojiambo described the creative economy as a "dynamic solution for
some of the most critical issues the world is facing today," citing the
empowerment of women, creating opportunities for the younger
generation, reducing conflict and promoting inclusive development.

The report was prepared by the UNCTAD and UNDP and
showcases more than 40 concrete examples ranging from the fashion
industry in Africa and Asia to soap operas in Mexico and Brazil, and
from the film industry in India, to reggae in Jamaica and the carnival in
Brazil and the Caribbean.
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FOR management acted
well in crude purchase

Story: Kweku Tsen

I HE Board of Directors of the Tema Oil
Refinery (TOR), has said it is satisfied
that the management of the company

ved laid down procedure in the
irement of crude oil for August 2010.
he board has reviewed the entire
ction and is satisfied that the parcel of
oil was delivered to the refinery and the
priate letters of credit beneficiaries duly
illy paid by the issuing bank," it said
is was contained in a statement signed by
hairman of the board, Mr Eric Okai, in
on Friday.
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irt of the management and accordingly
sed the management's conduct and

Customs

Board
handling of the transaction.

It said the board had taken note of
continuing utterances and insinuations in the
media, suggesting some inappropriate conduct
on the part of the board and management.

"The board of directors rejects these
unfortunate statements and notes with
satisfaction the fact that this case has been
thoroughly investigated by the national security
agencies of Ghana and Nigeria, as well as
Interpol," it said.

It further explained that the board of
directors was, however, concerned about the
impact such negative comments had on the

business of TOR in the supply of erode oil and
financial intermediation from banks and ofci
institutions.

The statement pointed out that the boatd
was aware of the pendency at fee. Commercial1

Court in Accra of subsequent damns to the
same parcel of crude oil delivered to TOR by
third parties'.

It advised any other personfs) toying claim/s
to the said parcel of crude oil to avail
themselves of the legal processes.

"Tema Oil Refinery pledges its commitment
to the principles of probity and accountability,
as well as fair, transparent and open market
practices," it said.

The board, the staternertt said, assured the
public of its commitment to its mandate to
safeguard and protect this strategic national

VALCO revamp
Kceeds target aluminium industry

• Continued from Page 1
• Continued from Page 1

supplied to Aluworks, a local manufacturer

a second potline will create 55,000 jobs
from upstream to downstream.

With respect to VALCO done, the

CALVIN I POWE
CONTROL LTD.

A/Ablerex UPS
600 VA
800 VA

150 OVA
Tel: 0302-778999/0302-769006

Kurnasi
0244-S40937

Takoradi
0277-342696

Tema: 0277-497080
020-8131842

E-mail: Jnfo@catvini.com Website: www.cajvini.com
Accra Office Lou.: Abelenikpe near the Taxi Rank

ffirconditioners ....the power to perform^

» High wall mount split Unit Air Conditioners. 1.5
HR 2.0 HR £5,HP
Floor Standing Cabmat Type Air Conditioners

AKA Show case





















COURTS ACT 1960
(Section 68)

No.

SUMMONS TO A WITNESS
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF GHANA

BETWEEN {
Plaintiff (or Complainant)

efendant
/

To **£.
YOU ARE HEREBY CQMMANDfeb in the name of State to attend in person before this

Court at. ..^.&.<:^S.^...(&.te..?.j£...../.&.$.. on the f.jfc^?.. day

of /t.'Lrf^Z.. 20././ and so from day to day till the above cause be tried,

to testify all that you know in the said cause.
You are summoned at the instance of...

Issued at f*xr^.-..cr..^.1r'. the '.&.'...'.'. dayoL

K£ v_r

CIRCUIT ecu
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Upon the day of 91 this Summons was served by

me upon UV.JJ... .,_. This I did by serving a copy of above Summons

on the said .ffl.̂ l̂ ....Q.».fe*̂ liy at.

Officer of Court

C.I.D. Form No. 71
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